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Abstract 
We propose a numerical method for computing enclosures for continua of solutions of nonlinear elliptic boundary 
value problems depending on a real parameter, atthe same time proving the existence of a smooth solution-continuum. 
The method is extended to turning-point problems by change of parameters. 
Keywords: Nonlinear boundary value problems; Enclosure; Numerical existence proof; Continuum of solutions; Turn- 
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I. Introduction 
Consider the nonlinear elliptic boundary value problem 
-Au+F(x,u,2)=O onf2, u=0 ont3f2 (1) 
depending on a real parameter 2.Here, f2 ~ R n (with n ~< 3) is a bounded omain with boundary 
dr2 which is (in the case n ~ {2, 3}) Lipschitz-continuous and piecewise Cz-smooth. Moreover, we 
assume that the Laplacian maps the space 
n2,o(O) := closuren~to~ {u~ C2(~~ )" uidf~ ~ 0} 
onto L2(t2), which excludes, for instance, domains with reentrant corners, but is satisfied for many 
relevant classes of domains uch as convex polygonal domains in R 2 or domains with C1.1-smooth 
boundaries; ee 1-13, Section 5] for more details. 
The nonlinearity F is defined on t ]x  R x R with values F(x, y, 2) e R. F and its derivatives ~F/dy 
and OF~a2 are assumed to be continuous. 
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In former articles (e.g., [12-14]), the author proposed a numerical method for proving the 
existence of a solution of problem (1) within explicitly computable bounds ("existence and 
enclosure"), where the parameter 2 is keptfixed (resp., does not occur in the problem). Considering 
problem (1) as a bifurcation problem, we can therefore compute nclosures (and prove existence) of 
solutions in discrete points of the bifurcation diagram. 
In the present article, we will extend this existence and enclosure method to be able to compute 
enclosures (and prove existence) of continua (u~) of solutions of problem (1), i.e., of whole branches 
in the bifurcation diagram. This goal is achieved by a combination of our former method with 
interpolation techniques and the Implicit Function Theorem in Banach spaces. 
If the (expected) bifurcation diagram contains a turnin9 point, our former method is not 
applicable close to that point. In [15, 16], we combined our method with well-known regulariza- 
tion techniques (change of parameters) to obtain existence and enclosure results also close to simple 
turning points, but still only in discrete points of the bifurcation diagram. A combination of this 
regularization with the ideas described above provides existence and enclosure statements 
for continua (branches) of solutions containing a turning point. In particular, we 
obtain results on existence (and enclosure) of a turning point, while our former "discrete points" 
method (or purely approximative methods) gives at most "numerical evidence" of a turning point. 
2. Existence, enclosure, and local uniqueness for fixed it 
In this section, we reformulate our former existence and enclosure results (for fixed 2), contained 
in [12-14] in a notation which is more convenient for extension to results on solution continua 
described in the next section. Moreover, we present a statement on local uniqueness which will be 
used later, but is also of interest in its own. Since 2 is fixed throughout this section, we suppress the 
dependence of the nonlinearity F on 2, for simplicity of notation. 
Let some function G: [0, oo) x 0~ x ~ ~ [0, ~)  be calculated which is monotonically nondecreas- 
ing with respect o the first and the third, and nonincreasing with respect o the second variable, 
such that, for x e I] and y, 5y e ~, 
F(x, y ~F 6y + 6y) - F(x,y)--~y(X,y). <<, G(I~Yl; y, y), (2) 
and moreover, for fixed s, t ~ ~, 
G(r;s,t) = o(r) for r---,0+, (3) 
which is possible since OF/8y is continuous and the left-hand side of (2) forms a second Taylor- 
remainder term. Such a function G can usually easily be calculated "by hand". 
Suppose that some approximate solution o9 ~ Hz.o(t2) of problem (1) has been computed, as well 
as constant lower and upper bounds 09, 03 for ca, and a bound 6 for its defect: 
II - Aco + F ( . ,  ~o)II 2 ~< 6. (4) 
Furthermore, let constants Ko,o,, Ko, be computed such that 
[[uLI2 ~< Ko,o, llLo,[u] 112, Ilulloo ~< Ko, HLo,[u] 112 for all u 6Hz.o(t2), (5) 
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with L~, denoting the linearization of the left-hand side of problem (1) at to, i.e., 
- Au + c.u, c(x):=~--y(x, to(x)). L~,[u] := 
In Section 4, we will briefly describe how such constants Ko,o, and K,o can 
explicitly. The main numerical work which has to be done for this purpose 
computation of bounds for eigenvalues of L~,. 
(6) 
be calculated 
consists in the 
Theorem 1. (a) Suppose that some ~ >1 0 exists such that 
O~ 
6 ~ - -  - ~ .  a¢,; to ,  o~). 
gc  ° - -  
Then, there exists a solution u e H2,o(O ) of problem (1) such that 
I lu - to l l~  ~< ~. 
aF 
r/:= max (x, to(x) 
xeO 
lyl~<a 
(b) Suppose in addition that r/. Ko,,o < 1, where 
+ y) - ~ (x, to(x)), 
oy 
and that, for some ~ >~ O, 
1 G(s(~ + o2);o) -0~, 03 + ~). + & x/meas(t2) max s ( I  - , IKo ,o , )  -~-~f  > " o<, .<,  - 
Then, the solution u provided by (a) is unique in the set {t~ e H2,o(Q): [I a - to [I ® -< ~}. 
(7) 
(8)  
(9) 
(10) 
Remark. Due to property (3), the crucial existence condition (7) is satisfied for some "small" ~ if the 
defect bound 6 is sufficiently small, which means (due to (4)) that the approximate solution to has 
been computed with sufficient accuracy. If 6 (and, thus, ~) is sufficiently small, we find in addition 
that t/defined in (9) is "small" and that the local uniqueness condition (10) is satisfied at least for 
"small" 02 (see (3)). 
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) The estimate (2) and the monotonicity properties of G imply, for x e t) and 
Bye R, 
f (x ,  to(x) + By) - F(x, to(x)) - -~y (x, to(x)). 8y <<. G( ]Syl; ~, o3), 
so that the assertion follows from [13, Theorem 6] (let 6B := 0 there). The proof in [13] is based on 
Schauder's Fixed-Point Theorem in the space C(~). 
(b) Let t~ e H2,o(Q ) denote some solution of problem (1) satisfying ][f i-  to[[~ ~< ~ and let 
v := t~ - u. Since v = (fi - to)  - (u -  to) we obtain, using (8), 
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Moreover, since both u and t~ solve problem (1), 
vEH2,o(Q), - -Av+F(x ,u+v) -F (x ,u )=O on(2, 
and, consequently, 
-Av  +-~y (X,U).V = - F(x,u + v ) -  F(x,u) - -~y (X,U).V . (12) 
Since, due to (8), co -  ~ ~< u(x)<% c~ + ~ for x e ~, the estimate (2) and the monotonicity 
properties of G provide that the right-hand side of (12) is bounded, in the norm H" I[oo, by 
G( II v ]1 o0; CO - 0c, ~5 + ~). Therefore, (12) implies 
[[ L. [v] I[ 2 ~ x/meas(~2) • G( [[ v [[ ~; co - ~, ~3 + ~), (13) 
with Lu[v] denoting the linear expression on the left-hand side of (12). Using (6) we obtain 
Lo,[v] = Lu[v] - 0F (., u) - -~y (., ~o) v, 
so that (9), (8) and the first estimate in (5) provide 
[[ L,o Iv] [[ 2 -%< [[ Lu [v] [[ 2 "q'- q [[ V [I 2 ~ [[ L. [v] [[ 2 + qKo,,~ [[ L~, [v] ][ 2" 
Therefore, due to our assumption rlKo,o, < 1 and to the second estimate in (5), 
JI v IJ 
II L.[v] 112 t> (1 - r/Ko,,o)II L,o[v] 112/> (1 - qKo ,o , ) ' - -  
K,o 
Using (13) we obtain,  for s := II v IIo /(  + 
(1 - tlKo,o~)" s (~ + ) <~ ~ .  G(s(a + ~); o - a, 03 + ~). 
K,, 
Since s ~ [0, 1] due to (11), this inequality contradicts (10) unless s = O. Consequently, v = O, i.e., 
~=u.  []  
3. Existence and enclosure for continua of solutions 
We will now extend our results in order to be able to compute nclosures (and prove existence) 
for continua of solutions of problem (1), i.e., for families (uah~1 of solutions depending smoothly on 
2. Here, I denotes ome (compact) real interval. 
For this purpose, we derive appropriate, numerically controllable conditions under which we 
can 
(i) compute enclosures (and prove existence) of a solution ua ~ H2,o(O) of problem (1) for 
each 2 ~ I, 
(ii) prove that the mapping 2 ~ ux is smooth. 
Roughly speaking, we use (a) of Theorem 1 for (i), and the Implicit Function Theorem (in Banach 
spaces) together with (b) of Theorem 1 for (ii). 
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For (i), it suffices to consider "small" intervals I, since "large" intervals can be subdivided, 
and the results (to be) derived for "small" intervals can be applied on each subinterval. Thus, let 
I = [min{2o, 21}, max{2o, 21 }], where 121 - 2ol is "small" (it will become clear how small it has to 
be). For reasons of technical simplicity, we do not assume that 20 < 21. 
Let some function G with the monotonicity properties required in Section 2 be calculated such 
that (2) holds uniformly in 2 e I (the dependence of F on 2 was suppressed in Section 2), and (3) 
holds. 
Suppose that approximate solutions o9o, o91 e H2.o(t2) of problem (1) have been computed for the 
parameter values 20 and 21, respectively, as well as common constant lower and upper bounds ~,  03 
for o90 and o91, a common bound 6 for the defects: 
[[ - -Aogi+F(. ,ogi ,  2i) 112~5 fo r i=0,1 ,  (14) 
and a bound 0 for l[ ogx - o90 l[ ~- We assume 0 to be "small", matching our assumption that 
121 - 2ol is "small". 
Furthermore, let constants Ko,,o,, Ko,, (i = 1, 2) be computed such that (5) holds for i = 1, 2, with 
Ko.,o, K,o and Lo, replaced by Ko.o,,, Ko,, and L~,,, where the latter expression is defined by (6), with 
09 replaced by ogi, and with 2 := 2i. 
We now use a simple linear interpolation technique to define approximate solutions for all 2 ~ I. 
For t ~ [0, lJ, let 
2, := (1 - t )Ao  + t21, cot := (1 - t)o9o + to91. (15) 
For t e [0, 1], we regard o9, e H2.0(f2) as an approximate solution of problem (1) for the parameter 
value 2t ~/ .  To be able to apply Theorem 1 for all t e [0, 1], we have to compute constants 6 , / (0 , / (  
such that, for all t e [0, 1], 
II - Aog, + F(.,og,, 2,)112 ~< L (16) 
Ilull2~gollLo~,Eu]llz, Ilullo~gllLo~,[u]ll2 for all u ~ H2.o(t2), (17) 
where Lo,, is given by (6), with o9 replaced by o9t, and with 2 := At. 
We may restrict ourselves to values t e I-0, l j  (which provides better constants) since values 
t e [½, 1] are then covered by replacing t by 1 - t and exchanging the indices 0 and 1 in the terms 
2i, o91, Ko.,o,, K,o,. 
To compute 5 satisfying (16) we first calculate some constant z such that, for t e [0,½-1, 
II F( . ,  o9,,A3 - (1 - t )F ( . ,  o9o, 2o) - tF(',o91,21)112 ~ ~. (18) 
Such a constant can easily be calculated from the bounds 09 and 03 for o9o, o91, and the bound 0 for 
IIo91 -o9o IIo~. If, for instance, F is twice continuously differentiable with respect to y and 2, 
well-known interpolation results yield (18) with 
2 la2FI a2F a ] 
[0  max + 2012, -- 2o lmax + 12, - 2ol2 max 622 _], (19) 
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where M:= f)x [0),o5] x I. Obviously, z is "quadratically small" if [21 -2o1 and (thus) e are 
"small". 
Using (14) and (18) we immediately obtain (16) with 
6:= 6 + "c. (20) 
To compute K'o and/ (  satisfying (17) we use a similar technique as in the proof of Theorem 1. With 
{OF OF 2o):  } v :=max -~y(x,e)o(x)+y,2o+Z)--~y(X, Oo( ), xe(Llyl<~½e, lzl<<.½121-2ol , 
we assume that vKo,~,o < l which is obviously satisfied if I A1 - ;to[ and 0 are sufficiently small. 
Then, for all t e [0, ½] and all u e H2,o(O), 
Lo, oEU] = Lo,,Eu] [OF(., OF ] -LOy ~,,;~,)--b--;y(.,~Oo,;~o) u 
q:=max{~y(x ,  oh(x) 
and that, for some ~ >~ O, 
and, thus, since II ~ ,  - ~o  II ~ ~ ~Q and 12, - 2ol ~< ½ 121 - 20 I, 
II Z~,o [u]  II 2 ~< II Zo,, [u]  II 2 + v II u II 2 ~< II Lo,, [u l  II 2 + vgo,o~o II Lo, o [u]  II 2. 
Consequently, II Lo, o[U] 112 ~< II L~,[u] 112/(1 - vKo,J so that  (17) ho lds  wi th  
Ko := Ko,,oo g := K,oo (21) 
1 - vKo ,~o '  1 - vKo,,oo" 
With the uniform constants in (16) and (17), we can now apply Theorem 1 "uniformly" to 
problem (1) with parameter values 2t, 0 ~< t ~< ½. The result is the following. 
Theorem 2. (a) Suppose that some ct >~ 0 exists such that 
a ~< K - ~ .  G(e; o9, e3). (22) 
Then, for each t ~ [0, ½], there exists a solution u(t) e H2,o(~) of problem (1) with parameter value 2, 
such that 
II u(o - , - ,  II ~ ~ ~- 
(b) Suppose in addition that #Ko < 1, where 
+ y, 2t) - OF (x, o)t(x), 2,) • x e O, t ~ [0, ½], l Yl ~< ~ (23) 
0y J 
-  /meas( 1 (1  - -  #Ko) ~ > max - G(s(a + ~); oo -- a, o5 + a). 
0<s~<l S 
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Then, for each t~ [0,½], the solution u(o provided by (a) is unique in the set {/]EH2,o(O)" 
Remarks. (a )The  remark made after Theorem 1 holds here as well: The assumptions of 
Theorem 2 can be satisfied if the constant 6is sufficently small. Due to (20), (14) and (19), this now 
requires that o)0, o91 have been computed with sufficient accuracy and that the values [2x - 201 and 
0 (the upper bound for II o~x - COo II o0) are sufficiently small. 
(b) The maximum with respect o t in (23) can easily be calculated by use of II ~ot - COo II ~ ~< ½0 
and 12t - 2ol ~< ½121 - 2ot. 
(c) The assumption q/(0 < 1 (made in (b) of Theorem 2) together with (17) implies in particular 
that, for each t ~ [0, ½], the operator L.,,, • nz,o(t2) ~ Lz(O), L.,,, [v] := - Av + (OF/Oy) (., u(t), 20 v is 
one-to-one and thus, due to our general regularity assumption, also onto. This can be read off 
from the inequality II L.,,,[v] 112/> (1 -q / (o  )" II v Ilod/(" for all v E H2,o(O); compare the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
(d) As mentioned earlier, the values t ~ [½, 1] are covered after exchanging the indices 0 and 1 in 
all calculations and replacing t by 1 - t. 
Suppose now that the parameter interval I is no longer (necessarily) "small", and that a sub- 
division 2 t°) < --- < 2 (N) has been chosen (where I = [2 t°), 2iN)]). We assume that all assumptions 
made for Theorem 2 are satisfied, with some ~ > ~ (which may be arbitrarily close to a) in (b), on 
each respective subinterval [2"-1), 2,)] (i = 1, . . . ,  N) in place of I. Due to the above results 
(Theorem 2), we therefore have a family (~x)a~ of approximate solutions depending continuoulsy 
(and piecewise linearly) on 2, and a family (ua)x ~ ~ of exact solutions of problem (1) such that, for all 
2e I ,  
It u~ - ~o~ II oo ~ ~,  (24) 
fix ~ H2,o(I2) solution of prooiem (1)~ 
uz, (25) 
where 8x > ~z, and the functions 2 ~ az, 2 ~ &~ are piecewise constant. They may be double- 
defined at the endpoints and the midpoints of the subintervals. In such cases, let aa denote the 
smaller, and 8~ the larger of the two respective values. 
Moreover, according to remark (c) above, the linearization 
L,~ : H2,o((2) ~ L2(~2), ~( Lu~[V] := - Av + 8y "' ua, 2). v (26) 
is one-to-one and onto for each 2 ~ I. 
Theorem 3. The mapping 
;~  u~ J 
is Frkchet-differentiable on int(I). 
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Proofi We define ~:int( I)  x H2.o(f2) ~ L2(f2) by 
~(fl, u) := -- Au + F ( . ,u ,  it). 
is Fr6chet-differentiable, (d~/8u) (it, u) [v-I = - Av + (OF~By) (., u, it). v, and O~/8u is continuous; 
regard that F, dF/8y, OF/8It are continuous and the embedding H2,o(f2)~---,C(P) is bounded 
due to Sobolev's Embedding Theorem [1, Theorem 5.4, pp. 97,98-1 since n ~< 3. Moreover, 
according to (26), 
c~---ff (it' ua) -= L,~ is one-to-one and onto (27) 
for each it ~ int(I). Thus, for some arbitrarily chosen 7.~ int(I), the Implicit Function Theorem in 
Banach spaces [21, Theorem 4.B, p.150] provides an open interval 3" c int(I) containing ~., and 
a Fr~chet-differentiable mapping 
it ~ uz j such that ~(it, ax) = 0 for fl ~ J, 
i.e., (ax)a E J is a smooth continuum of solutions of problem (1), and, moreover, a~ = u~. Without loss 
of generality, let J be chosen maximal with these properties. 
Inequality (24) provides II a~ - co~ II ~ = II u~ - ,o~ II ~ ~< ~ < ~.  Let 3 denote the maximal subin- 
terval of J containing ,~ such that 
II a~ - ~0~ II~ ~< ~ for all 2 e J. (28) 
We will prove that 3 = int(I). Then, (25) yields ~ = u~ for all it ~ int(I) and, thus, our assertion. 
Assuming that 3 ~: int(I) we can find some it*e Int( l)nB3. We apply the Implicit Function 
Theorem again, now in (it*, u~.), to obtain an open interval U ~ int(I) containing it*, and 
a Fr6chet-differentiable mapping 
u - ,  
it ~ iT, j such that ~(it, tTz) = 0 for all it e U 
and tiz. = ua.. From (24) we obtain 
II ~7~. - ~o~.  II ~ ~< ~' -  (29) 
The properties of ~x and ~z imply that ~.  ~< ~2a - e for some e > 0 and for 2 in some neighbour- 
hood of it*, so that (29) and the continuity of II rT~ - ~oa II ~ with respect to 2 (which is again 
a consequence of the embedding Hz(f2) ~--~C(~)) provide 
II ~ - ~oa II ~ ~< ~ for  it a U, (30) 
possibly after reducing the interval U containing it*. From (28), (30) and (25) we obtain 
az = ~7~ ( = u~) for 2 ~ jc~ U. (31) 
Moreover, Jw U is an interval which is larger than 3 since U is an open interval containing it*, and 
it* ~ ~33. Eq. (31) shows that the continuum (a~) can be extended (by (a~)) to the parameter interval 
3w U, so that Jw  U c J due to the maximality of J. Thus, (30) contradicts the maximality 
of 3. [] 
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Remark. In Theorem 3, the smoothness of the mapping 2 ~ ua is asserted on the interior of the 
interval I only. This is to meet the "usual" assumptions made to define Fr6chet-differentiability. 
Using one-sided erivatives one can extend the assertion to the whole of I. 
4. Computation of approximate solutions and the needed constants 
In this section, we describe very briefly how approximate solutions o9 e H2,o(t2) of problem (1) 
(with afixed parameter value 2), and constants 6, K0,~,, K~, satisfying (4), (5), can be computed. The 
considerations of the previous section show how existence and enclosure results for solution 
continua can be derived from such terms (and some other constants which are computable more 
easily, such as ~, &, O, z, v, 4). 
We restrict ourselves to a brief overview since all details may be found in [14, Section 3] 
(computation of o9 and 6) and in [13] (computation of Ko,o, and K~,). 
To compute an approximate solution o9, we apply Newton's iteration to problem (1). The linear 
boundary value problems occurring in the iteration steps are solved approximately by a finite- 
element method with bi-quintic rectangular elements, provided that the domain I2 is a rectangle. To 
obtain a good initial approximation for the Newton iteration, we use a homotopy in the parameter 
2 (or in some other parameter, compare Section 5), starting at some parameter value with known 
solution. The "grid" of approximate solutions, which is needed for the existence and enclosure 
statements for continua presented in the previous ection, fits well into this homotopy concept. 
The computation of a constant 6 satisfying (4) requires bounds for some integral. For this 
purpose, we use some quadrature formula, which we evaluate in interval arithmetic in order to take 
rounding errors into account, and a corresponding remainder term bound. The latter requires 
a rough II" II +-bound for some higher derivative of the integrand [ - Ao9 + F(., o9, 2)] 2 which again 
can be obtained by interval arithmetical calculations. 
To compute some constant Ko,~, such that the first estimate in (5) holds for u ~ H2.o(t2), we 
observe that, due to our general regularity assumption, there exists a system of eigenfunctions (in 
H2,o(t2)) of the linear operator L~, which is orthonormal nd complete in L2(I2). Expanding II u II 2 
and II Lo, [u] II ~ into eigenfunction series we immediately see that the first estimate in (5) holds for 
each K0.o, > 0 satisfying 
1 
K0,to 
for each eigenvalue 2 of L~, on H2,o(Q ). 
Therefore, we need bounds for the eigenvalues of L~, neighboring 0. Upper bounds are easily 
obtained by the well-known Rayleigh-Ritz procedure. Methods for computing lower bounds have 
been developed in [7, 3, 9, 6]. Goerisch's method [6] is certainly the most general and (together 
with Lehmann's method [9]) the most accurate one. 
For many eigenvalue problems one needs, in addition to these methods, a homotopy connecting 
the given eigenvalue problem to a "simple" one with known eigenvalues. Such homotopy algo- 
rithms have been developed independently b  Goerisch [5], and in [11]. 
In order to calculate a constant Ko, satisfying the second estimate in (5) we proceed as follows. In 
[13, Section 2] we derived an explicit version of Sobolev's Embedding Theorem for the embedding 
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H2(f2 ) ~ C(~), i.e., we calculated explicit constants Co, C1, C2 (depending on f2 in an easy manner) 
such that 
Ilullo~ ~ Collull2 + C111VuH2 -q- C2llu~ll2 for U ~ H2(f2), (32) 
with IlUxxll2 denoting the L2-Frobenius norm of the Hessian matrix Uxx. Furthermore, we 
calculated constants Kl,o,, K2,,~ such that 
[IVulI2 ~ Kx,,ollL~[-u]ll2, 14uxxll2 ~K2,o~llZ~[-u]ll= for ueH2,0(f2). (33) 
K1, ~ is very easy to compute from Ko,,o and a constant lower bound c_ for the coefficient function 
c in (6); see [13, Theorem 2]. If f2 is convex, also Kz,oj can be calculated very easily, from Ko,o,, c_, 
and some additional upper bound ~ for c; see [-13, Corollary 2]. For nonconvex f2, some additional 
bounds connected with the mean curvature of the piecewise C2-manifold Of 2 enter the constant 
K2,~o; see [13, Theorem 3]. 
From (32), (33), and the first estimate in (5), we immediately obtain the second with 
Ko, := CoKo,o, + C1Kl.o + C2K2.o. 
In particular, we observe that the only major numerical work which has to be done for the 
estimates (5) consists in the computation of the eigenvalue bounds mentioned above. 
5. Turning-point problems 
Suppose now that approximate numerical computations give rise to conjecture the presence of 
a solution branch (continuum) (ua) which has a (simple) turnin9 point. Our existence and enclosure 
method described in Sections 2 and 3 cannot work in some neighborhood of the conjectured 
turning point since, for (co, 2) close to that point, constants Ko,~, and K,o satisfying (5) do not exist 
(since L,o is not invertible), or are at least very large. In particular, (17) will not be satisfied since the 
assumption vKo,,oo < 1 needed for (21) will not hold. 
To overcome this difficulty we chanoe the parametrization of the problem (compare 
[2, 8, 17-19]): We choose some suitable Cl-smooth function q~: t]x ~ x R ~ ~ and adjoin the 
scalar equation 
fa q~(x, u(x), 2) dx = It (34) 
to problem (1). The augmented problem (1),(34), with new (input-)parameter #, and with 
2 now being a part of the solution, is turning-point-free (at least locally), if q~ has been chosen 
appropriately. 
Our existence and enclosure methods can be carried over, in a straightforward way, to the 
augmented problem (1), (34), providing enclosures for solutions (u, 2) E H2,o(f2) x • also close to the 
(conjectured) turning point. Forfixed parameter values It, this has been shown in detail in [15] (for 
ordinary differential equations) and in [16] (for elliptic differential equations). In [20], an analog- 
ous generalization f Nakao's existence and enclosure method [10] to turning-point problems with 
ordinary differential equations is presented. 
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From the results in [15, 16] on the one hand, and from the techniques used in Section 3 of the 
present paper on the other hand, it becomes rather straightforward to derive existence and 
enclosure results for continua (u~,, 2u)u~t of solutions of problem (1), (34). 
Again, it suffices to consider "small" parameter intervals [#o,#1]. After having computed, 
by Newton's iteration applied to problem (1),(34), approximate solutions (09o, ~.o) and (091, ~1) 
for the parameter values #0 and/~, respectively, we define "intermediate" approximate solutions 
(09,, ~.t) and parameter values #t by linear interpolation (compare (15)), and compute a uniform 
defect bound 3 satisfying (16) (with ~.t in place of 2t), and an additional uniform defect bound 60 for 
the additional equation (34): 
] ff, fI)(x, 09t(x),~t)dx - lJt] ~ "~0 forO~<t ~<½. (35) 
Both 3 and 3o can be computed by the techniques described in Section 3 ((18), (19) and correspond- 
ing formulas with ~ in place of F, and (14), (35) for t = 0 and t = 1). Instead of (17), we now need 
constants/(o and K such that 
II(u,o)ll ~/ (o  II ~,,~,1 [(u, ~)] II, 
II u 11 ~ ~/ (  tl ~,,~,) [(u,a)] II for (u, t7) ff H2,o(Q) × ~, 0 ~< t ~< ½, 
with E~o,,, L) denoting the linearization of the augmented problem (1), (34) at (cot, ~t) (see [15, 16-1), 
and with II(u,a)II := [I] u II 2 + trz] 1/2. By the techniques explained in Section 3 (see (21)), such 
constants/(o and/(  can be computed from corresponding constants for t = 0 and t = 1, provided 
that I#1 - #o1 and (thus) I~.~ - 2"o l, II 091 - o20 II o0 are sufficiently small. If OF/02 - O~/Oy, which 
implies that the operators E~o,,. ~,) are symmetric with respect o the canonical inner product on 
L2 (f2) x R, the constants required for t = 0 and t = 1 can again be computed via eigenvalue bounds 
for E~o,,.~,~; see [16, Section 3]. 
In place of the majorizing function G satisfying (2), (3) we now need two functions 
G1, G2 : [0, o0)2 × [~4 ~ [0, ~)  which are monotonically nondecreasing with respect o the argu- 
ments number 1, 2, 4, 6, and nonincreasing with respect to the remaining arguments, uch that, for 
x~t ]  and y, Sy, 2,82~ R, 
F(x, y ~ gF 2). 82 + 8y,2 + 82) -F (x ,y ,2 ) -  cy (x,y, 2).ay--f~(x,y, <~G~(IayI, Ia21;y,y,2,2) 
and, moreover, G1 tends superlinearly to 0 as its first two arguments end to zero. Corresponding 
properties are required for G2, with • in place of F. 
Finally, let to, o3 denote common constant lower and upper bounds for 090 and o21, and let 
_2:= min{~.o, ~.1}, ~.:= max{~.o, 2"1}. 
Theorem 4. Suppose that some ~ ~ 0 exists such that, with fl := (Ko/K)~, 
~2 
>/[3 + ~ .  GI (~, fl; co, 03,_2, ~.)] 2 + [30 + meas(t2)- G2(ct, fl; 09, 03, _2, ~.)] 2. / (2 
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Then, for each t ~ [0, ½], there exists a solution (u m, 2m) of problem (1), (34) with parameter value I~,, 
such that 
Moreover, a local uniqueness result can be stated analogous to Theorem 2. The analogue of the 
constant 6 needed there now involves "small" differences in both nonlinearities F and q~. 
As Theorem 2 followed by a "uniform" application of Theorem 1, we can prove Theorem 4 by 
a "uniform" application of the existence and enclosure theorem in [16]. 
The remarks after Theorem 2 hold here in an analogous way. 
As before, we can treat "large" intervals of the parameter/~ by subdivision, and use the Implicit 
Function Theorem to prove that the continuum (u~., 2~.). ~ i is smooth. 
6. A numerical example 
We applied our method to the example 
- Au = 2e u on ~:= (0, 1) 2, U = 0 on Of 2 (36) 
which we treated already in [12, 16]. Here, the computational work was carried out by Becker in 
the context of his Diploma Thesis [-4]. For the numerical parts, we transformed the problem in 
order to weaken the corner singularities; ee [12] for the details of this transformation. Moreover, 
we exploited the symmetry of the expected solutions by requiring the differential equation in (36) on 
(0, ½)2 only, and posing Neumann boundary conditions on the new boundary part in the interior of 
(0,1) 2 
Fig. 1, which we obtained from several computed approximate solutions and linear interpolation 
in between, indicates the presence of a turning point at 2* ~ 6.808 and, moreover, that the 
expression So exp(u(x))dx may be expected to be monotonic along the conjectured solution 
branch, so that we may hope to be successful in removing the turning point by the additional 
equation 
fa e"~x) dx = #. (37) 
We applied our existence and enclosure method for solution continua to the augmented problem 
(36), (37), after scalin9 the parameters in order to equilibrate the coefficients of the linear operators 
~,o, ~); see [15] for the details of this scaling process. Starting with/~ = -0.25 (which provides,' on 
t2 = (0, ½)2, the trivial solution u - 0, 2 = 0) we computed a "grid" of approximate solutions, with 
stepsize 8# = -0.0125, and with 8 × 8 finite elements. This stepsize ~5# proved to be sufficiently 
small (in modulus) to obtain the desired existence and enclosure result for a solution continuum 
(uu, 2u)u~ t for I = [ -0 .9 , -0 .25] .  In Table 1 we show, for some selected half-subintervals 
[-/~, -#  - ½ 8/~] (with only/~, resp. -/~, written down in the first column), the computed values 
for 09. (½,½) = II co. II ~, &, 5, R, and the error bounds ~ and/3 for II u. - o9u II ~ and 12. - L I which 
are uniform on [ -# ,  -/~ -½ 8#]. The two numbers in the second and the third column represent 
approximations for the pairs ~% (½,½), o~+5u/2 (½, ½) and .~u, ~.u +~u/2, respectively. The values of Y~ 
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Fig. 1. Bifurcation diagram for problem (36). 
Table 1 
Results for problem (20), (21) 
1 1 - ~ o~ (~, 9 ~ ~ g ~ /~ 
0.375 0.850,0.884 6.155, 6.232 0.128E -01 0.369 0.166E --01 0.754E - 1 
0.400 0.985, 1.017 6.465, 6.512 0.116E -01 0.379 0.170E --01 0.737E - 1 
0.425 1.112, 1.141 6.656, 6.682 0.106E -01 0.393 0.177E --01 0.730E - 1 
0.450 1.231, 1.260 6.761, 6.772 0.975E -02  0.410 0.186E -01  0.732E - 1 
0.475 1.344, 1.371 6.804, 6.804 0.911E -02  0.431 0.196E -01 0.740E - 1 
0.500 1.451, 1.477 6.802, 6.794 0.994E -02  0.455 0.208E -01 0.756E - 1 
0.525 1.553, 1.577 6.768, 6.753 0.106E -01 0.482 0.222E -01 0.776E - 1 
0.550 1.650, 1.673 6.710, 6.691 0.111E -01 0.511 0.238E -01 0.799E - 1 
0.600 1.831, 1.852 6.546, 6.523 0.119E -01 0.570 0.262E -01 0.819E - 1 
0.700 2.151, 2.170 6.135, 6.108 0.126E -01 0.697 0.325E -01 0.889E - 1 
0.800 2.427, 2.443 5.705, 5.678 0.127E -01 0.844 0.399E -01 0.968E - 1 
first increase and then decrease again, which together with the bound fl for the error 12. - ~u[ 
proves that the continuum (u~,, 2u)u~ in fact contains a turning point. 
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